In today's internet world, providing feedbacks to users based on what they need and their knowledge is essential. Classification is one of the data mining methods used to mine large data. There are several classification techniques used to solve classification problems. In this article, classification techniques are used to classify researchers as "Expert" and "Novice" based on cognitive styles factors in academic settings using several Decision Tree techniques. Decision Tree is the suitable technique to choose for classification in order to categorize researchers as "Expert" and "Novice" because it produces high accuracy. Environment Waikato Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is an open source tool used for classification. Using WEKA, the Random Forest technique was selected as the best method because it provides accuracy of 92.72728. Based on these studies, most researchers have a better knowledge of their own domain and their problems and show more competencies in their information seeking behavior compared to novice researchers. This is because the "experts" have a clear understanding of their research problems and is more efficient in information searching activities. Classification techniques are implemented as a digital library search engine because it can help researchers to have the best response according to their demand.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Information services are prepared for users in internet environments such as Digital Libraries in accordance with their different needs. For this purpose, personalized digital libraries provide a way for different users to express their preferences clearly. The problem confronting users by using this approach is that they may not pay attention to their preferences and thus the research would not be acceptable. To address these problems, this paper investigates an approach that gains user preferences based on cognitive style and recognizes relevant characteristics for information seeking. It also seeks to classify researchers. In this paper, researchers are classified as "Expert" and "Novice" based on cognitive style factors in order to obtain the best possible answers in digital libraries. Data mining is a machine learning approach and includes many tasks such as: concept description; cluster analysis; classification and prediction; trend and evaluation analysis; outlier analysis; statistical analysis and others. The most important tasks in data mining are classification and prediction techniques [1] . The classification methods are known as supervised learning, where the classification target and the class level are already recognized.
There are several methods for classification specifically relating to data mining. These methods include: Decision Tree, Fuzzy Logic, Bayesian, Rough Set Theory, Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm and Nearest Neighbor. The criteria for selecting an appropriate technique in some studies are dataset and the accuracy of a model advanced by the techniques [1] . So, based on the dataset, decision tree has been selected as one of the appropriate method in this study.
2.0 CLASSIFICATION
Recently, several classification methods have been presented by researchers in the areas of machine learning, statistics and pattern recognition. Clustering, association, classification and prediction are the main categories in data mining [2] . Through the years, different techniques have been developed by data mining [3] . These techniques execute tasks containing machine learning, database oriented techniques, statistics, pattern recognition, rough set, neural networks and others. There is quite a lot of hidden information contained in data mining and the data ware house. This hidden information has an application in intelligent decision making which is comparable with the process of human decision making. There are also two other methods which can provide intelligent decision making. These two techniques are namely prediction and classification. They can be used to extract patterns which depict significant data classes or to predict future data modes [4] . In addition, there are two phases involved in classification. The first phase is the learning process. In this phase, the training data is analyzed by classification algorithm, and rules and patterns are created based on a learned model or classifier. In the second phase, the model is used for classification and test data is used for gaining accuracy of classification patterns. Subsequently, based on the acceptable accuracy, the rules can be used for the classification of new data or for unseen data ( Figure 1 ) [1] . 
3.0 RESEARCH BACKGROUND
In this section research background in classification techniques and cognitive style are presented:
Research Background In Classification Techniques
Based on L.jayasimman et al., a questionnaire is prepared to determine the user's cognitive behavior in a web learning environment and was disseminated among 100 students in affiliated colleges of Bharathidasan University. The questionnaire was applied to recognize the areas to improve in layout of the web learning system which is used as the class label for the decision tree algorithm. The algorithms which are used in this research are based on CART, Random Forest, Random Tree and the Naïve Bayes Classifier. The cognitive attributes are applied as the training input for the algorithms. According to the experiments, among these four algorithms, Random Forest was the best classifier and predicted accurately with an accuracy of 75%. [5] Also another research is done based on predicting the student's performance which is the major concern to the higher education managements. The dataset was collected among 200 postgarduate students of computer scinence course. In this research two algorithms, decision tree (ID3) and Naïve bayes, were conducted and their performance was evaluated. Form the result, decision tree algorithm (ID3) was more accurate than Naïve Bayes and also gave 98% prediction of 50 instances but the error rate was very high in Naïve Bayes and the accuracy was relatively lower than ID3 algorithm. [6] Based on Charles A. Worrell et al. research, an experimental study is done in order to predict ranking of the 12 month risk of defaults in banks. The prediction is done by comparing the classification techniques. The scoring capabilities of different predictive models are compared in this research. Based on the comparison the inductive machine learning can be used for prediction of default risk. According to the achieved results, symbolic rule or decision tree based models conduct higher performance than traditional modeling techniques based on statistical algorithms. [7] According to Peiman Mamani Barnaghi et al. research, four classification techniques are used to recognize the relation of liver disorder and drinking alcohol drink by classification of blood test data. MLP and RBF in neural network, naïve bayes and bayes net in Bayesian, J48 and LMT in decision tree and rough set are used in this work. Observed results demonstrates that neural networks classifier methods have better result than the others. So, MLP attains higher results than RFB, J48 performs better than LMT but rough sets did not perform well in comparison with other methods. Based on the assumption of increasing the size of training set in liver disorder, MLP demonstrates that can provide better results with larger training set. So, experiment results shows that neural network attains best result in this research. [8] According to Shweta Kharya's research various data mining approaches have been applied for breast cancer diagnosis in order to enhance the breast cancer diagnosis and prognosis. These data mining techniques include Neural Network, Association Rule Mining, Naïve Bayes, C4.5 decision tree algorithm, Bayesian Networks. Among these various techniques and soft computing approaches, Decision tree is considered as the best classifier with 93.62% accuracy. [9] Arihito endo et al. presented optimal models to predict the survival rate of breast cancer patients. This research was done on the 37, 256 follow-up patients that were diagnosed as breast cancer and registered in the SEER program from 1992 to 1997. The algorithms which were used in this study include Logistic Regression model, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Naive Bayes, Bayes Net, Decision Trees with naive Bayes, Decision Trees (ID3) and Decision Trees (J48)) besides the most widely used statistical method (Logistic Regression model)in order to produce the prediction models. Based on the results, Logistic Regression model showed the highest accuracy with 85.8±0.2%. Artificial Neural Network display the highest specify and Decision Trees (J48) model with the highest sensitivity tended to be more sensitive to survival prediction and Bayesian model tended to be more sensitive to death . [10] Mohd Fauzi bin Othman et al. investigates the performance of different classification or clustering methods for a set of large data. 6291data are collected from breast cancer data which will be applied to test and evaluate the various classification methods. The methods which are used in this work are Bayes Network, Radial Basis Function, Pruned Tree, Single Conjunctive Rule Learner and Nearest Neighbors Algorithm. According to the results, bayes network classifier with an accuracy of 89.71% is the best algorithm. Finally, among other classification methods, bayes network can be the best method in medical or in general, bioinformatics field. [11] 
Research Background In Cognitive Styles
Cognitive styles are used in many fields which are relating to library and information studies (LIS). The following table demonstrates some of these works (Table 1) . [12] Cognitive style also has an effect on information seeking which is the main point of some recent studies. The informationseeking context is classified from databases, hypertext, and virtual information environments to on-line and Web based searching. The following table demonstrates some of related studies ( Table 2) . Studied the effects of both experience and cognitive style on Web searching. [25] 4.0 DECISION TREE Decision trees are widely used in the classification process [26] . Decision trees are powerful and popular tools for classification and prediction. Decision trees represent rules, which can be understood by people and used in knowledge systems such as database. This method is intended to build knowledge structures based on the relevant data set. This method consists of a set of rules that will divide a large group into separate smaller and standardized groups based on the targets defined variable. The decision tree usually results in the form of categories and a decision tree model is used to calculate the probability that the existing data set is categorized into the appropriate category. There are various methods in Decision tree techniques, but only 6 of them are used here. These include J48, LMT, Random Forest, REP tree, Random Tree and Decision Stump [26] . A brief definition of each method is presented below:
Random forest: This algorithm is one of the most accurate learning algorithms which produces highly accurate classifier in many data sets [27] . It was developed by Leo Breiman [28] and Adele Culter. Random forest can run effectively on large data bases. Also, important variables in classification can be estimated by random forest. And it can be applied in many input variables without any variable elimination. [27] J48: This algorithm is WEKA's implementation of the C4.5 decision tree learner. In this algorithm a greedy technique is used for inducing decision trees for classification in this algorithm and also uses reduced-error pruning. [29] LMT: A combination of induction trees and logistic regression produces LMT method. It is a combination of learners which depends on simple regression models, if little or noisy data are available, on the other hand, a more complicated tree structure will be added if there is enough data to warrant such a structure. In comparison with other algorithms it is slower considerably. [30] Reduced Error Pruning (REP): REP Tree as fast decision tree learner which just sorts values for numeric attributes once. It creats a decision/regression tree by applying entropy as impurity measure and prunes it using reduced-error pruning. [31] Decision stump: it is a machine learning model which includes one-level decision tree. The prediction in decision stump is based on the value of an individual input feature. It is a decision tree which connects the root (internal nodes) to the leaves (terminal nodes). [32] Random tree: there is no pruning in random tree method. This method builds a tree which uses K random features in each node. [33] In general, Decision Tree performs the classification process without involving many aspects of computation and complexity. Decision Tree techniques are also able to generate rules that are easily understood and make it even easier to use the database. Decision Tree is a good method for providing guidance to determine the appropriate and most important parameters for classification or prediction. In terms of data processing, the Decision Tree does not require the data processor for processing its own data. In fact, if the data is lost, Decision Tree will interpret the data by replacing missing data randomly with new data. In addition, the most important advantage of Decision Tree is to have a very high execution time and still produce fairly accurate classification results when compared with other classification methods [34] .
There is a statistical property known as information gain which is a good measure for the value of an attribute. It is applicable for selecting the most useful attribute for classification and it is also useful for measuring how well an existing attribute divides the training examples based on their target classification. This estimation is used to choose between the candidate features at each step during the growing of the tree.
We need to explain a measure named entropy which is used in information theory for defining an information gain accurately. Entropy describes the impurity of a collection of examples. The entropy of set S, including positive and negative examples of a target concept (a two class problem), is presented below; where pp is the proportion of positive examples in S and pn is the proportion of negative examples in S [35] .
Entropy(S) = -pplog2 pp -pnlog2 pn (1) The effectiveness of an attribute in classifying the training data can be explained by having entropy which is a measure of the impurity in a set of training samples. This measure is the expected reduction in entropy and occurs by dividing the samples based on this attribute, and is called information gain. In information gain, Gain (S, A), A refers to an attribute A and S represents a collection of examples. Values (A) is the set of all possible values for attribute A and Sv is the subset of S for which attribute A has value v [35] . The formula is represented as Equation 2:
The process of using information gain in this study is presented in Figure 2 . According to the Figure 2 , four variables are considered as input dataset. Kuhlthau's stages are a variable which is Information Seeking Behaviour's attribute too, therefore; it is considered as an attribute in evaluation. By recognizing the relation between an input and the targeted outcome, the algorithm will identify the most useful single attribute which obviously separates the outcomes. By calculating information gain, the attribute with the best score will be selected to divide the cases into subsets. This process will be done recursively until the tree cannot be split any more. (Figure 2 ) Figure 2 The process of information gain
5.0 CASE STUDY
Based on the studies, an academic Environment was selected as a domain of this research. The participants are research students from UTM. They comprised 34 master research students and 76 PHD students from different faculties. The participants were from the faculties of Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Built Environment and Management and comprised 40, 1, 22, 21, 8, 6 and 12 participants respectively.
Dataset
In this step the questionnaire is prepared built on a cognitive style which is based on Ford et al. work [36] . The cognitive style instrument was selected in order to provide an explanation of observed behavior of students when using Web search engines. Since the tool was self-assessment, students were asked to respond to the questions in a cognitive style in a real life situation.
The questionnaire was disseminated to 130 UTM research students. However only 120 questionnaires were returned and 10 questionnaires were considered as incomplete data. So, this study is carried out based on 110 questionnaires. The analysis of this study is based on a prediction of the student's status, whether "Expert" or "Novice". Based on this research, "Novice" defines to the beginners with less internal and personal knowledge in the domain of their problem and their information seeking behavior is less clear and pessimistic in comparison with expert researchers. Moreover, the importance of their information seeking activities is recognized vague and also they are not certain in their research problem.
Researcher's Cognitive Styles' Variables And Attributes
Data is collected based on the respective researcher's Cognitive styles. The information was designed in a questionnaire according to cognitive style and information-seeking variables. The questionnaire consists of 5 variables; where each variable is represented by several attributes. The brief discussion of each variables and attributes are presented below [12] and also Table  3 shows the types of variables and attributes for data sets in general. [37] [38]  State of personal or internal knowledge which is divided in classes of: level of conceptual knowledge of the domain; specific knowledge or expertise of the problem; familiarity with the language or terminology used in the problem or domain.
[12]  Clarity and focus of thought. Participants must answer to the question that "How would you describe your thinking about the problem at this stage?" and should determine their position between the two ranges of "general or vague" and "clear or focused".[12]  Kuhlthau's stages. Participants must specify which of the following stages they were currently at: initiation (having recognized that they needed information information), selection (having identified the general area in which information is needed), exploration (identifying potentially useful information sources), collection (collecting specific information, having focused the problem), formulation (having formed a clearer focus on the problem on the basis of information found), or presentation (in the process of finishing the collection of information). Uncertainty which is in terms of: a real problem for investigating had been recognized by researcher; the problem is defined by the researcher appropriately; the problem could be resolved; an effective way of presenting the results could be found; relevant information was available and could be found. [38] 
Research Framework
The entire process of this study is shown in the research framework ( Figure 3) . From the framework can be concluded that the first thing to identify is the data set and preparing the questionnaire subsequently. In this step the questionnaire is prepared built on a cognitive style which is based on Ford et.al [12] . The cognitive style instrument was selected in order to provide an explanation of observed behavior of students when using Web search engines. Since the tool was self-assessment, students were asked to respond to the questions in a cognitive style in a real life situation. Then, the questionnaire was disseminated to 130 UTM research students. However only 120 questionnaires were returned and 10 questionnaires were considered as incomplete data. So, this study is carried out based on 110 questionnaires. The analysis of this study is based on a prediction of the student's status, whether "Expert" or" Novice".
In this study, the questionnaire includes two parts which are demographic, and main questions. In the demographic part, the respondents were required to state their major, degree, semester, age and gender. Before the main questions of this questionnaire, there are four other questions which were proposed in this research in order to predict the researchers as expert or novice. In this part, the respondents must state their background knowledge and experimental skills in their current research problem. Also, they have to mention their publications and the period of time that they spent for their research problem. Based on this measurement, they have been predicted as Expert or Novice.
In the main part of the questionnaire, the questions are divided into four parts. The first part states the personal or internal knowledge of researchers. In the second part, the information seeking behavior is stated and it presents the Kuhlthau's stage. In the third part, the information seeking activities are presented. And finally, the last part presents uncertainty.
There are three steps in data preparation and preprocessing. These steps are assigning the value, normalization and training and testing data.
The last step in preprocessing is to separate the data to train and test data in order to validate the model. This has been done by the 10-fold cross validation technique.
Finally, for validation the accuracy of each method is obtained and among six various methods in decision tree the best method is selected. 
Evaluating The Decision Tree Classification Methods
In this phase, testing was done in order to perform classification. A testing process was developed to select the appropriate classification method. Accuracy was the first factor in evaluation. The selection was based on the accuracy of each method. The classification method with the highest accuracy was selected. In addition, the error value for each method was obtained, including the Square Root Error of Mean (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error for (MAE). The MAE is a linear score which means that all the individual differences are weighted equally in the average. It measures accuracy for continuous variables. The RMSE is a quadratic scoring rule which measures the average magnitude of the error. Since the errors are squared before they are averaged, the RMSE gives a relatively high weight to large errors. This means the RMSE is most useful when large errors are particularly undesirable. The MAE and the RMSE can be used together to diagnose the variation in the errors in a set of forecasts. The RMSE will always be larger or equal to the MAE; the greater difference between them, the greater the variance in the individual errors in the sample.
In the following formulae, (x) represents the predicted value, (y) represents the actual value, and (n) represents the total number: MAE = RMSE =
6.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Testing methods for selection of a method of classification for decision tree involved 6 decision tree classification methods. These were namely: J48, LMT, Random Forest, Random Tree, REP Tree and Decision Stump. First, in order to prepare train and test data, 10-fold cross validation was performed on the data set. In this way, each train data included 99 data, and each test data included 11 data. Then, based on the training model, testing was performed to obtain the accuracy and errors of each method. Each test on the classification method was recorded based on the value of accuracy, MAE and RMSE. Once the accuracy and error value for all the tested methods were recorded, the comparison on each of the methods was implemented. The results of each method are presented in Tables 4 to 9. All the experiments were performed in the WEKA environment. WEKA is known as a collection of machine learning algorithms which can implement several processing tasks such as classification [8] . Table 6 Results of random forest Table 7 Results of random tree To choose the best method, if the values of accuracy are same, then the total value of the MAE will be measured. The classification method that produces the smallest MAE value will be selected. The next step is to determine the method of classification with the smallest MAE value among the best methods, if the values of MAE were same, the method with the largest RMSE value should be selected. The value of MAE and RMSE for J48 and Random Forest is measured in Table 10 . Table 5 , Table 6 and also Figure 4 depict that, although the accuracy value of J48 and Random Forest are same, in terms of the average value of MAE shown in Table 10 , Random Forest method produces the smallest error ( Figure 5 ). So, in this case, it can be concluded that, in the decision tree classification method, the most accurate method, Random Forest, which can be applied in many input variables without any variable elimination, produces the highest accuracy with the smallest average value of MAE, which is ultimately the best method. Here, we have attempted to classify researchers as "Expert" and "Novice" based on cognitive style factors in order to obtain the best possible answers. For this purpose, a questionnaire was prepared according to cognitive style variables of respective researchers. In addition, the domain of this research is based on an academic environment. An integral point of this study was to classify the researchers based on Decision Tree techniques and finally select the best method of Decision Tree according to the highest accuracy of each method. This would then assist the researchers to obtain the best feedback based on their requirements in digital libraries. In conclusion, the results of 6 methods of decision tree are presented in order to discover the best method of decision tree. In this case, the researchers are classified as expert or novice according to their cognitive styles. Based on the research, most of the expert researchers have better personal or internal knowledge in the domain of their problem and also their information seeking behavior is clearer in comparison with novice researchers. Moreover, the importance of their information seeking activities is recognized clearly and also they are more certain in their research problem As a result of this research; web developers can use the Random Forest technique in order to classify researchers and thereby assist them to obtain the best possible feedback according to their needs in digital libraries. 
